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Staying
Calcot & Spa

Team - £50 B&B  |  Friends & Family - £100 B&B

Barnsley House
Team - £50 B&B  |  Friends & Family - £100 B&B

The Village Pub
Team - £50 B&B  |  Friends & Family - £50 B&B

Lord Crewe Arms
Team - £50 B&B  |  Friends & Family - £70 B&B

The Painswick
Team - £50 B&B  |  Friends & Family - £70 B&B

Feasting
Our Team Enjoy 50% Off Food 

in ANY of our restaurants for 
themselves plus 1 lucky guest. 

Food & Drink
Meals on duty are provided and we don’t just keep the 
good stuff for guests… great premium coffee and meals 
prepared by our fantastic chefs will ensure you’re well 

fuelled for your day.

Wellbeing
We offer 24 hour access to an online fitness platform
 with countless classes available, from high energy 

workouts to mindful yoga sessions - think of it as a virtual 
gym membership to get your daily dose of feel-good.

Team Events
Our social outings can vary from a trip to a gin distillery 

to a wander in the countryside to discover the local area,  
we like to create opportunities for our teams to have fun, 

learn a thing or two and get to know eachother better.

Service Charge & Tips
All gratuities are paid to our teams and fairly shared 
across departments, from housekeeping to front of 
house, we’re one big team that makes the dream 

happen afterall!

Discounts
We love that our teams can experience what our guests 

do, so we actively encourage this with fantastic discounts 
on stays and food throughout the collection, which is also 

extended to your friends and family... lovely!

Holidays
Our teams enjoy 29 days holiday per annum, including 
bank holidays (salaried contracts). That’s 28 days plus 
your birthday - as everyone deserves a day off on their 

special day!

Staying with us a while also has its perks... when you have 
been in the family for 5 years we like to reward you with 

an extra days holiday, plus an extra day off every year 
after that... giving you more time to jet-set off on that well 

deserved holiday. 


